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150 everyday recipe favorites from the star judge of the ABC series The Great Holiday Baking Show

and the PBS series The Great British Baking Show.Cooking with Mary Berry covers a broad

selection of recipes-brunch ideas, soups, salads, appetizers, mains, sides, and desserts-drawing on

Mary's more than 60 years in the kitchen. Many, like her French Onion Soup, Steak Diane, and

Cinnamon Rolls, are familiar classics, but all have been adapted to follow Mary's prescription for

dishes that are no-fuss, practical, and foolproof. Step-by-step instructions, tips, and tricks make

following in the footsteps of Britain's favorite chef easy, and full-color photographs of finished dishes

provide inspiration along the way.Perfect for cooks who are just starting out-and anyone who loves

Mary Berry-the straightforward yet special recipes in Cooking with Mary Berry will prove, as one

reviewer has said of her recipes, "if you can read, you can cook."
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I love this cookbook, it has simple and straightforward recipes with details on the cooking

techniques including pictures to show the techniques. This is nothing fancy but yet these recipes

feel substantial and easy to accomplish.



I love this book for many reasons. It is well laid out so it's easy to see at a glance what a recipe

requires in ingredients and time involved. More importantly, the recipes themselves are largely

possible with ingredients most cooking people already have. The value of the dish is brought out not

by exotic materials, but by the preparation and cooking techniques. Love it. And, of course, Mary

Berry's pleasantness is infused in all pages, wafting at you with every turn.

My boyfriend turned me onto "The Great British Bake Off" and it was through that show that I heard

about Mary Berry. Since the recipes on the show can be complex, I was surprised to find this book

very simple. Her aim of this cookbook is that it has to look and taste good and be practical to

make.She starts off with some how to techniques for eggs, cooking meat, fish, dessert making, etc.

Her recipes span the gamut from breakfasts, salads and sides to main dishes. The pictures are

colorful and appetizing. I had my boyfriend pick out what he wanted me to make. I made the "Penne

with spinach and Stilton" on page 143. Attached is the photo of the end result. The only thing that

differs from her recipe is that I used whole wheat penne instead of just penne and added a

mushroom mix that included cremini mushrooms since my local supermarket didn't have only

cremini mushrooms in stock.For this particular dish, it took me less than 45 minutes from setup to

finish. I do wish she included how high of heat I needed to use when cooking everything but that

was not listed so I guessed. The results were still spectacular.My boyfriend and I barely came up for

air when we were eating the dish. I suspect the other recipes are equivalent. These dishes are

definitely not low calorie or low cholesterol but it's a perfect cookbook for when I want to make a

simple dish that tastes like I ordered it at a 5-star restaurant. I'm looking forward to trying the tuna

and fennel pasta bake as well as some other recipes such as the chicken noodle soup and avocado

caprese salad.

After watching the Great British baking show on PBS i was curious as to what her books would

show me... Wonderful recipes... great cooking tips. Also brings back good memories from the show.

Book is full great recipes. If a novice or a pro there is something for all. Really love the simplicity of

this book. Thanks to Mary for all the knowledge. Love her

If you like the GBBO, you'll love this extension of Mary Berry's home recipes. Not every recipe has

pictures, which is somewhat of a downer, but you can easily supplement with PBS online.



I am a huge fan of Mary Berry I have been using her books for a long time.

This is a very nice cook book
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